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Concrete can be so beautiful
alkus all-plastic facing pays off
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Florian F. Dingler,  
Owner and Managing Director  
of MEVA Schalungs-Systeme GmbH

“1,500 applications with only one facing – that’s an 

unbeatable economic factor.”

Dear Reader,

While reading the last issue of our FormworkPress, 
you will have undoubtedly noticed that time and 
time again, our formwork users expressed their en-
thusiasm about the practical and economical bene-
fits offered by alkus all-plastic facing. Twenty years 
have now passed since the quantum leap that 
brought about the formwork facing revolution.

In collaboration with an interdisciplinary research 
and development community, this clever plastic 
composite design was developed and launched on 
the market in 2000. As a partner with industrial 
experience, MEVA played a major role in this devel-
opment and we immediately recognized the enor-
mous potential of the innovative facing in terms of 
cost effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability.

Following this conviction, we equipped our wall 
and slab formwork systems with alkus, one step 
at a time – at first as an option and for many years 
now as standard. This all-plastic facing is increas-
ingly replacing plywood facing because of its prac-
tical and qualitative properties. A superior service 
life is just one of many advantages.

Our decision to rely 100% on the best facing avail-
able proved correct at an early stage. By November 
2004, we had already documented 681 applica-
tions for a set of our Mammut formwork system 
fitted with the alkus all-plastic facing as standard. 
Back then, it became clear that alkus facing can 
last almost just as long as the well-nigh indestructi-
ble, robust steel frame of our formwork.

Today, we know that MEVA systems equipped with 
alkus all-plastic facings suffer practically no losses 
in concrete quality terms over their entire life cycle. 
1,500 applications with only one facing – that’s an 
unbeatable economic factor that makes all the dif-
ference for more and more end users. True to the 
motto: think long term, profit in the long term.

Of course, we’re looking beyond facing in this issue 
of our customer magazine. We will whisk you away 
to interesting construction sites and let you partici-
pate in the implementation of the projects.

I wish you a pleasant read.
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News

Information about MEVA

MEVA is modernizing in Haiterbach with an eye on 
product quality, material availability, and sustaina-
bility. In the future, the new production and rental 
formwork reconditioning facilities will be state of 
the art. By the end of this year they will have been 
comprehensively modernized through investments 
totalling € 7 million. The production plant has been 
successfully modernized with the renewal of the 
electronic infrastructure, an assembly system for 
large-size panels, H-table robot, laser tube cutter, 
and introduction of a shop floor management 
system. Extensive investments in the building inf-
rastructure and installation of a 950 kWp photo-
voltaic system round off the conversion work. In 
conjunction with a 300 kWh energy storage unit, 
we will be able to produce approximately 60% of 
the plant’s energy requirements in an environmen-
tally friendly way.

In the formwork centre, a fully automatic cleaning 
line with intelligent control enables optimum water 
and energy management for the lowest possible 
use of resources. A rotatory unit for regrinding 
facing surfaces and 20 m long roller conveyors for 
repairs also contribute to more rapid material tur-
nover, flexible processing of customer orders, and a 
high degree of material utilization.

Investing in the future

In Makati, the financial district of Manila with its 
impressive skyline, building land is rare and valu-
able. The Bank of the Philippine Islands therefore 
had to first demolish its 40-year-old central building 
with 21 floors to make room for more new office 
space. A challenge was to protect the surrounding 
area from falling objects and debris as well as from 
noise. The contractors involved in the project used 
the guided MEVA protection system MGS, which 
usually climbs upwards in high-rise construction, 
hydraulically or by crane. Here it was the other way 
round: with the help of a crane, it went down.

Due to its flexibility, MGS was easily adapted to the 
angled shape of the building. The gapless all-round 
enclosure of complete stories prevented debris 
and tools from falling, dampened the noise of the 
demolition equipment, and provided the workers 
with a safe, weather-protected base. Sensitive 
planning, well thought-out measures and reliable 
technology enabled safe demolition at the busy 
traffic arteries Ayala Avenue and Paseo de Roxas. 
“MGS fully met our requirements. I was impressed 
by the good cooperation with the MEVA engineers 
and their experience,” said Design Coordinates Inc. 
project manager Arnel F. Ferareza.

Climbed to the ground
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Recently, MEVA was awarded a project to furnish 
our Imperial wall formwork system along with the 
MEVA Guided Climbing Foldable Platform (MGC-F) 
on a core project located in Central Ohio. The MEVA 
Inner Shaft Flipper Platform was also included for 
cycling the platform inside of the core. Since space 
was limited on the site, the customer requested that 
MEVA deliver all platforms to the jobsite preassem-
bled and ready to install right off the truck. 

The outside dimension of the core was 10’-0 x 16’-
0 and was to be constructed 12 stories high. Even 
though the core was not overly large, it did present 
a challenge since there was an opening on one side 
of the 16’-0 wall. The opening spanned 11’-0. Af-
ter engineering completed the calculations, it was 
determined that the MGC-F platform could straddle 
the opening by using 7.5” aluminum stringers to 
span between the two MGC-F brackets that made 
up the platform. 

The 12’-0 Imperial form panels worked perfectly 
since each lift of the core ranged in heights of 
between 10’-0 to 12’-0.

Recently, Robert Herndon, the salesman who sold 
the project, visited the jobsite and was able to doc-
ument that the contractor raised all four exterior 
platforms in a total of 16 minutes. The main reason 
for the speed and efficiency is since MGC-F is a rail 
guided system and never leaves the wall, meaning 
the crane hooks onto the platform and then just 
lifts to the next pour. In addition, the labor required 
to move the platforms was reduced by 50% since 
there is little to no tethering required when lifting 
the platforms. Finally, the system offers a higher 
level of safety for the contractor and workers since 
the platforms and formwork are always secured to 
the side of the wall.

When bidding your next core project, please 
contact your local MEVA representative to learn 
more about how the MGC-F can save you time and 
money.

MGC-F lifts the entire core in 
 sixteen minutes

Tip for practitioners
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MevaLite was initially designed with the goal to 
develop a lightweight formwork system that could 
easily be handset or built as a gang. One of the 
most attractive features of MevaLite is that each 
panel weighs only 6 lbs. per sq. ft. Because of the 
weight, the contractor has the option to forego the 
use of a crane when building walls that are 10’-0 
tall or less. MevaLite is also an excellent choice 
when selecting a gang forming system, mainly 
since the weight of the gang normally predeter-
mines the size of the crane and with a pour rating 
of 1350 psf, the walls can be poured quickly. Since 
MevaLite is also one of the lightest gang form 
systems available on the market today, pick weight 
for your crane can be reduced allowing flexibility in 
crane size and maximizing reach.

Recently, the Allegany Health Network (AHN) 
began construction of a new 160-bed addition to 
their Wexford, Pennsylvania hospital facility located 
just north of Pittsburgh. The new addition’s name 
is The Allegany Health and Wellness Pavilion, which 
includes a roof top garden, valet parking and 
patient friendly rooms, all features which accu-
rately described the mission of the facility, which 
is to promote healing and bring comfort to their 
patients and families. 

Foundation walls as retaining walls
Mosites Construction Company, based in Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania, was awarded the concrete 
package to form the foundation walls for the new 
addition. The walls were designed with varying 
elevations. In addition, most of the walls required 
battering since some areas of the foundation 
would be poured into the side of a hill, thus requir-
ing the foundation walls to also function as a re-
taining wall. The foundation walls varied in height 
from 18’-4” to 32’-2” tall and the battered walls 
changed in thickness from 1’-3” (TOW elevation) to 
5’-0 (BOW elevation) in the deepest areas. 

Several challenges to overcome
The first challenge was to ensure that the wall ties 
would line up when inserting the ties through both 
sides of the form panels. Depending on the severity 
of the batter, one or both sides of each gang may 
be pitched at an angle that can create an issue 
preventing the ties from passing through the form-
work. On this project, MEVA recommended using 

a 15 mm Dywidag threaded rod that provided ad-
equate room to pass the ties through the tie holes 
of the gangs on both sides of the wall. MevaLite 
features a tie hole that is oblong and measures 
11/8” in diameter. By using a 15 mm tie rod, the tie 
can pass through MevaLite forms at an angle of up 
to seven degrees. Plastic sleeves and cones were 
also used together with the 15 mm threaded tie 
rods, which allowed the contractor to recycle the 
ties after each wall pour.

The second challenge when pouring a battered 
wall was how to prevent the gangs from uplifting 
when the wall is being poured. As upward pressure 
tends up build when pouring a battered wall, the 
gang forms will tend to lift if not properly secured 
at the base. Because of the slope of the batter, the 
MevaLite panels were set at an angle to compen-
sate for the slope that was required to form the 
battered wall. As a result, the form was unable 
to rest flat on the footer. Therefore, to properly 
secure the forms from uplift, double steel rails were 
provided by MEVA and anchored into the footer 
to secure the formwork. The rails were positioned 
perpendicular to rest over top of the bottom profile 
of the MevaLite panels. By anchoring the steel rails 
to the footer, the contractor was able to pour the 
walls and avoid any uplift in the gangs. When each 
pour was completed, the anchors were released, 
and the steel rails were then recycled to the next 
wall pour.

The last challenge that the contractor faced was 
being able to adequately brace the wall at the 32’-
2” elevation. Due to the height of the walls, larger 
wall braces were required since conventional brac-
ing would not reach the required height needed to 
support the walls. To address this issue, MEVA pro-
vided the Triplex R Heavy Duty Wall Bracing system 
to provide the necessary alignment and support for 
pouring walls up to the 32’-2” height.

Last, there was a brick ledge located at the top of 
the wall and required a boxout to be installed on 
the form face. Mosites decided to place Styro-
foam block-outs on all the wall areas that would 
later need to have the brick veneer installed. The 
boxout was secured to the MevaLite by attaching 
the Styrofoam to the face of the form with screws. 
Because alkus plastic facing is so durable, once the 

MevaLite meets the challenges when 
pouring battered walls
Construction of a wellness pavilion by experienced Mosites company
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boxout was poured into the wall, the contractor 
simply removed the screws, only to find minimal 
evidence of where the boxouts were screwed into 
the plastic facing.

In 1959, Steven T. Mosites, Sr. founded Mosites 
Construction Company, and was joined by his 
brother Donald Mosites the following year. Togeth-
er the brothers expanded into one of the leading 
construction firms in the Greater Pittsburgh area. In 
1969, Mosites established a Development Division 
resulting in numerous contributions to the growth 
and prosperity of Western Pennsylvania. Under 
the leadership of M. Dean Mosites, Donald’s son, 
the business continues to grow and succeed in an 
ever-evolving industry. 

Mosites and MEVA started working together in 
2005. In late 2006, MEVA introduced the MevaLite 
forming system into the United States and Mosites 
was one of the first companies to rent the product 
in the Pittsburgh market. After using the MevaLite 
on several projects, Mosites became the second 
contractor in the USA to commit to purchase their 
first package of MevaLite back in 2007. As Mosites 
found new projects to use for the MevaLite, they 
continued to purchase formwork as needed to 
build their fleet. Today, Mosites owns more than 
13,000 square feet of MevaLite.

15 years using the original alkus facing
As part of their commitment, Mosites has also 
invested in maintaining their MevaLite fleet. They 
visited the MEVA facility to learn how to clean their 
forms and have invested in the proper tools needed 
to repair and recondition the form faces. Thanks 
to the process they learned for maintaining their 
formwork, Mosites is still using the same form pan-
els purchased almost 15 years ago and continuing 
to benefit from the high-quality finish still provided 
by the original alkus facing.

MEVA continues to work closely with Mosites as 
they expand their formwork business, and depend-
ing on the project, MEVA will provide additional 
formwork as a rental or sale. In closing, MEVA 
would like to thank the entire Mosites team for 
their commitment in owning MevaLite.

Project data

 Æ Project
 - Hospital facility AHN, Wexford,  

Pittsburgh

 Æ Contractor
 - Mosites Construction Company,  

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

 Æ MEVA systems
 - MevaLite wall formwork

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Springfield, Ohio

i

Upward pressure tends to lift the large gang form when pouring 
a battered wall. MEVA supplied double steel rails, visible in this 
photo, that were anchored in the foundation and rested vertically 
on the lower panel profiles.

The slope of the wall is 
clearly visible here. MEVA 
provided the Triplex R Hea-
vy Duty Wall Bracing system 
to provide the necessary 
alignment and support for 
pouring walls up to the 32’-
2” height.
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SoBro is a new and rapidly growing residential 
community located very close to downtown 
Nashville, Tennessee. It is an abbreviation 
for South of Broadway, which is the name 
of one of the most famous streets located in 
the heart of the downtown area. If you walk 
down Broadway, you will see and hear many 
venues of music ranging from street perform-
ers to historic bars that offer live music and 
claim responsibility for launching the careers 
of many now famous country musicians. 

Influenced by a rapidly growing entertainment 
industry, the development of two professional sports 
teams, and the arrival of many new businesses, 
Nashville has seen the demand for new multi-purpose 
residential housing increase, forcing the footprint of 
the downtown to grow. As a result, many industrial 
and older residential areas that formally bordered the 
downtown area have been transformed into new 
mid-rise multi-use residential neighborhoods. A Nash-
ville company named Alliance Residential is the main 
developer of many of the new projects now being 
constructed in this region.

In late 2020, Lithko Contracting LLC was awarded 
the new multi-use residential structure known as 
the Broadstone SoBro project. The SoBro features 

three levels of parking and a podium slab, all to be 
built from concrete. The parking garage is a flat 
slab design with 10’-0 x 10’-0 thickened concrete 
located over each column. 

Because of the flexibility of the MEVA HN drophead 
shoring system, Lithko chose to use the system for 
both the flat slab and thickened slabs areas. Ac-
cording to Jason Dixon, Superintendent for Lithko, 
the system was selected because of the speed of 
erection and ease of stripping, all due to the extra 
height featured in MEVA’s drophead. Adapting the 
MEVA HN system to support the thicken slabs was 
an easy transition by simply adding smaller primary 
beams and post shores to support the additional 
weight caused by the thicken slab. The project also 
required a work area to be provided outside of 
the slab edge for the workers to gain access when 
pouring the concrete. Again, MEVA HN provided 
the solution since the primary beams can be canti-
levered outside of the existing slab edge from the 
floor below. The cantilever is achieved by securing 
the MD Prop Connector to the bottom center of 
each primary beam, which can then be cantilevered 
outside of slab edge. The prop connector also pro-
vides an attachment point to secure the post shore 
mid span when supporting the primary beam. In 
addition, the prop connector provides a point of 

At the heart of country music
MEVA HN system helped Lithko with the construction of a parking deck
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connection for tying down the primary beam to 
prevent uplift from the wind when cantilevering 
the beams outside of the building. Last, the MEP 
aluminum shoring system was used along the slab 
edge to provide lateral bracing for the cantilever 
beam condition.

Most of the elevated slab was designed to a height 
of 9’-0, but several areas located on the fourth 
level featured concrete slabs that extended outside 
footprint from the floor below. As a result, shoring 
had to be erected from the ground up to the fourth 
level to support the concrete overhang.  With the 
height reaching more than 20’-0, the MEVA32 alu-
minum shoring was selected since the frames are 
lightweight and easy to erect. Thanks to the 32-kip 
load capacity, the MEVA32 towers were spaced 
further apart, thus reducing the amount of shoring 
required for this area.

Last, as each floor of the parking garage was com-
pleted, the EuMax 350 post shores were installed 
to act as reshore which helped assist in supporting 
the newly poured slabs, thus allowing the next 
floor to be poured as the floor below continued to 
gain strength.

MEVA would like to thank Lithko Nashville which is 
one of several autonomous “Bergs” that complete 
the Lithko group of companies. As a company, Lith-
ko is ranked # 2 for the fourth year in a row as ENR’s 
Largest Concrete Contractors listing in the USA.

Last, in addition to the SoBro project, MEVA 
partnered with Lithko to supply formwork on the 
Broadstone Nations and most recently the MEVA 
HN shoring for the Broadstone One City currently 
being constructed.
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Located outside of Columbus, Ohio, the 
Jackson Pike Wastewater Treatment Plant is 
one of two facilities that treat approximately 
188 million gal. of wastewater produced daily 
by the city of Columbus and 25 surrounding 
communities.

Since the plant was founded in 1935, Jackson Pike 
has undergone multiple upgrades. Most recently, 
two 70’-0 digester tanks and two 70’-0 secondary 
clarifiers were designated for upgrade to meet the 
need for increased capacity in the plant. All four 
tanks were constructed primarily below grade with 

only a few feet of concrete wall exposed above 
the grade level. Due to requirements to expand 
the capacity of each of the four tanks, the top 
three feet of concrete were removed from the 
existing tanks and then replaced with new stem 
walls that were poured eight feet on top of the 
existing concrete.

The challenge in removing the old concrete and 
completing the expansion was further complicated 
by the interior shape of the tanks. The base of 
each tank was conical shaped on the inside, thus 
making it almost impossible to provide any type of 
scaffold platform to provide access when working 
from the inside of the tanks. Kenmore Construc-
tion, based in Akron, Ohio, was the successful 
bidder and awarded the project for the Jackson 
Pike expansion.

Installation only possible from the outside
After being awarded the project, Kenmore met 
with MEVA to explore different options to con-
sider for completing the upcoming project. Since 
Kenmore wanted to provide workers access and to 
have the ability to brace the formwork from inside 
the tank, MEVA suggested and designed preas-
sembled KLK platforms conceived to fit the radius 
and that could be flown and landed onto the KLK 
shoes that would be mounted on the inside of 
the existing radius concrete walls. To complicate 
the task further, the platforms had to be installed 
without any workers present inside the tank 
during installation. Prior to the platforms being 
installed, Kenmore had to lower workers down 
inside each tank from a crane-mounted personal 
basket to provide the workers access to install the 
shoes that the KLK brackets would require to be 
landed on. Furthermore, Kenmore had to install 
additional anchors that would be required to 
mount straps for potential wind loads that could 
be encountered once formwork was placed on the 
platforms.

Off the truck and mounted to the walls
After the KLK shoes were installed and the straps 
for the wind load were in an accessible position, 
the KLK platforms were lowered into the tank 
and placed onto the shoes, all while the workers 
remained outside of the tank. Once workers were 
able to gain access to the platforms, they imme-
diately secured each platform with the straps to 

Challenging tasks solved easily
Complex expanding of digester tanks’ capacity in Columbus
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provide protection from the potential wind load 
forces. Since the KLK platforms were delivered 
to the site preassembled by MEVA, the platforms 
were flown directly off the truck and mounted to 
the walls inside the tanks.

Pre-installed MAR formwork
Once the platforms were in place, Kenmore select-
ed the MAR (MEVA Adjustable Radius) as the wall 
formwork system to be used to form the new stem 
walls. MEVA provided the labor to preassemble the 
MAR formwork system having preset the radius 
and installed the plywood facing prior to being 
sent out to the jobsite. The MAR system allows 
for the radius to be adjusted from as large as 
75 ft. down to an adjusted radius of 20 ft. For this 
project, Kenmore selected enough formwork to 
completely form two of the four tanks. According 
to project superintendent Heath Wilgus, successful 
results from previous unique projects made MEVA 
a natural choice when deciding on their formwork 
partner. 

Preassembling the wall formwork allowed the con-
tractor the ability to fly the formwork off the truck 
and directly onto the wall, again helping keep their 
schedule on track. The walls were then poured in 
three sections. Once completed, the formwork and 
platforms were recycled one time to the second set 
of tanks and the process was completed again. 

65 years of success
Starting with only one pickup truck and a strong 
work ethic, William Scala Sr. founded Kenmore 
Construction back in 1956 with the goal to carve 
out a niche for doing quality concrete projects 
in the city of Akron, Ohio. Today, Kenmore has 
offices across the State in Akron, Columbus and 
Cleveland, and is celebrating 65 years of being in 
business. Kenmore also has a successful reputation 
for completing many difficult civil, heavy highway, 
and water/wastewater treatment plant projects for 
many clients throughout Ohio.

MEVA would like to thank the Scala family, Jeff 
Scott (Project Manager), Dave Shyjka (Project 
Engineer), Heath Wilgus and the entire Kenmore 
Construction team for allowing us to partner with 
them on the Jackson Pike project and others across 
the region. We congratulate them on 65 years of 
success!

Project data

 Æ Project
 - Upgrade of Jackson Pike Wastewater 

Treatment Plant, Columbus, Ohio

 Æ Contractor
 - Kenmore Construction, Akron, Ohio

 Æ MEVA systems
 - KLK climbing scaffold
 - MAR circular formwork

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Springfield, Ohio

i
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Since 2015, MEVA has actively developed the 
market in the Southeastern United States. Matt 
Woodlief, salesman for the region, was hired at 
that time to work directly in the Carolinas and to 
develop our business. After successfully growing 
the market, MEVA decided to open our first ware-
house in 2017, which is located at 11701 Mount 
Holly Road, in Charlotte, North Carolina.

After four years of continued growth, MEVA has 
once again expanded their presence in the South-
east by entering the Georgia and Northern Florida 
markets. A critical part of the expansion was to 
find a second experienced formwork salesman and 
after a lengthy search, MEVA hired Jeff Thomas, 
who was formerly with Stetson Building Products, 
located in Des Moines, Iowa. Jeff’s new territo-

New MEVA presence in Spartanburg
Expanding in Southeast after years of continued growth

ry will include Georgia, Northern Florida, and a 
portion of South Carolina. With two salesmen now 
in the region, it was critical to find a new location 
that would be more centrally located to service the 
new market in Atlanta, while still retaining market 
dominance in both North and South Carolina.  
A demographic survey was completed and the 
Greenville/Spartanburg, South Carolina region was 
identified as one of the most suitable markets for 
the relocation of the MEVA warehouse.

Following the Tier One suppliers
In 1992, BMW Motor Works committed $600 mil-
lion to build their new US operation in Spartanburg 
County, South Carolina. At the time, BMW could 
not have predicted their initial investment would 
turn into a $11.4 billion investment 21 years later. 
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The plant has been so successful that 70% of all 
cars now made in Spartanburg are exported to oth-
er countries. Because of the monumental growth 
of the BMW campus, 40 direct Tier One suppliers 
have chosen to settle in South Carolina to provide 
“just in time” inventory to the growing BMW plant.

MEVA opted to place their new warehouse in 
Spartanburg for several reasons: first, it is located 
only 2.5 hours northeast of Atlanta, on Interstate 
85; second, all major formwork competitors are 
centralized in Atlanta and since MEVA has been 
successful in developing the Carolinas, the decision 
to move to Spartanburg was based on continuing 
to maintain our geographical advantage over the 
competition. Next, 26 million people live within 
a 200-mile radius of the Greenville/Spartanburg 
region and because of the economic climate, the 
region has grown at almost 10% annually over the 
last 10 years. Due to a positive job market, along 
with a mild climate and the centralized location 
in the southeast, the area is expected to continue 
to grow for the foreseeable future. Last, the new 
location is exactly eight hours from the corporate 
office in Springfield, Ohio, which complements the 
geographic markets that both locations will cover.

All MEVA product lines in Spartanburg
The new facility is located approximately five miles 
from Interstate 85 and is adjacent to Interstate 
26, which conveniently places the new office one 
hour from Charlotte, three hours from Charleston, 
South Carolina, and ninety minutes from Columbia, 
which is the state capital of South Carolina. The 
building is almost 56,000 sq. ft. and situated on 
six acres. MEVA will be carrying all product lines 
in the new facility, stock new inventory for sale 
and scheduled to begin providing preassembly 
services by the end of the second quarter of 2022. 
The building is currently being retrofitted with the 
installation of new drains for the wash bay, cranes, 
and the necessary cleaning equipment required for 
refurbishing the formwork. Wayne Brothers, one 
of MEVA’s original customers in the Carolinas, has 
been hired to complete the excavation as the final 
step in preparing the outside for the storage area. 
Once the excavation is completed, the fence and 
gates will be installed. 

The facility is tentatively scheduled to open by the 
end of December 2021, with the grand opening 
being planned for earlier in 2022.

Above: The BMW Motor Works car factory in Spartanburg attracted many Tier 
One suppliers to South Carolina. Below: The warehouse of the new MEVA pres-
ence is still empty. This will change with the opening in a few weeks.
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A newly built market hall in the Hungarian city 
of Pécs is exceptional in more ways than one: 
apart from impressing with bright architecture 
and colossal arches, it was constructed with 
eco-efficient concrete. MEVA also contributed 
to the successful site operations.

In summer, Hungary's fifth-largest city, Pécs, wit-
nessed the completion of the structural works for 
a new market hall, a blend of modern and classical 
architecture, lightweight and linear, featuring long 
sequences of arches. The city authorities had man-
dated B. Build & Trade Kft. to erect the monolithic 
reinforced-concrete structure. The contractor opted 
to use the Mammut 350 wall formwork system, 
the MEP shoring tower and Triplex heavy-duty 
braces, supplied by MEVA Hungary.

Arches big and small
The attractive newbuild occupying a 1,750 m² 
(18.840 sq. ft.) footprint will soon replace the exist-
ing old market hall. Even from afar, the market hall 
is a veritable eye-catcher. It comprises two series 
of 11 smaller arches, each with a clear width of 
8.10 m (26’-6), on the longitudinal fronts. Stand-
ing perpendicular to these are two external and 

12 internal arches which are even bigger, with a 
clear span of 13.60 m (44’-6), and lend the interior 
an airy feel. While the curved openings give the 
impression of having simply been cut out of the 
expansive wall surfaces, their creation demanded 
in-depth design and construction expertise.

Two semi-circular steel-mesh brackets, 13.60 
m  (44’-6) and 8.10 m (26’-6) wide respectively 
and custom designed by the Tura Group, were 
placed exactly between the top edges of the pre-
cast-concrete piers and supported by MEVA MEP 
shoring towers at a height of 4 m (13’1). Large, 
high-performance Mammut 350 formwork panels 
were then mounted on and over the steel-mesh 
brackets. To keep construction times short, the 
contractor deployed maximum-sized formwork 
assemblies for swift movement by crane between 
work locations.

High loads and wind pressure
The modular MEP shoring tower vouched for 
safety and stability as it was easily able to carry 
the weight of the steel-mesh brackets, formwork 
and concreted walls. The versatility offered by the 
differently sized MEP frames and flexible vertical 

Attractive arcades
New eye-catcher in Pécs: a market hall with immaculate surfaces

... Continued overleaf

The MEP shoring tower and H20 beams support steel-mesh brackets and Mammut 350 panels that lend the arches their form.
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adjustment enabled the B. Build team to preci-
sion-align the various assemblies in accordance 
with the building geometry. As the system consists 
of only a few basic components, it is quick and 
easy to put together, without creating any dense 
“forests” of props. The workers thus enjoyed ample 
room to maneuver. The 13 m (42’-6) tall formwork 
assemblies were effortlessly stabilized against wind 
pressure and other loads by the modular Triplex 
braces. 

Aesthetic concrete finish
One particular feature of the Mammut 350 system 
turned out to be a real blessing on this project: 
the symmetrical tie hole and joint pattern of the 
formwork panels, whether placed horizontally 
or vertically, allowed the concrete surfaces to be 
designed in line with aesthetic criteria. Throughout 
the construction period, the alkus all-plastic fac-
ings, fitted as standard, guaranteed the creation of 
homogeneous architectural concrete finishes to all 
the walls. Moreover, the simplicity of cleaning and 
patching the alkus facings proved a real time-saver 
on site.

Continued from page 15

The arcade building’s large concrete surfaces, 
including two of the big internal arches, were cast 
with expansion joints in order to prevent stress 
cracking due to the varying expansion properties of 
the materials in the filigree assembly. As a further 
precaution, the deployed concrete incorporated 
a special cement supplied by Lafarge as a binder, 
which reduces the proneness to cracking of struc-
tural concrete. 

To speed up site operations and thereby cut con-
struction costs, the scheme in southern Hungary 
made provision for early stripping. In addition, 
the cement from the Lafarge factory in Királyegy-
háza is more eco-efficient than other binders as 
it is produced by a process involving up to 40% 
lower carbon dioxide emissions due to a reduced 
proportion of clinker. This, together with the use of 
the durable, resource-efficient and wood-free alkus 
facings on the Pécs market hall project, is fully in 
keeping with Hungary’s “Build Greener” campaign.
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Project data

 Æ Project
 - Pécs market hall, Hungary

 Æ Contractor
 - B. Build & Trade Kft., Budapest, 

Hungary
 - Shell construction: Tura Group

 Æ MEVA systems
 - Mammut 350 wall formwork
 - MEP shoring tower
 - Triplex heavy-duty brace

 Æ Engineering and support
 - MEVA Zsalurendszerek Zrt., Hungary

i
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1,500 applications with only one facing
alkus all-plastic facing for economical and sustainable concrete construction

When pouring concrete, the facing is in direct 
contact with the material. In order to achieve 
consistent results and quality, it must fulfil key 
requirements. Besides tightness, load transfer and 
adaptability, these include formability, dimensional 
stability, and low concrete adhesion. Mechanical 
loading and the impact of chemicals, water, and 
pressure are the principal factors that have a detri-
mental effect on conventional plywood formwork 
facings, which often need to be replaced and 
disposed of after about 50 applications. This costs 
construction companies a great deal of time and 
money. In addition, shortages of lumber and raw 
materials are currently resulting in price increases 
and delivery delays.

This is where alkus AL offers clear advantages. Due 
to its extraordinarily long life cycle, the all-plastic 
facing fitted as standard in all MEVA formwork sys-
tems is clearly superior to its plywood counterpart, 
especially with regard to costeffectiveness and 
sustainability. It can be used for more than 1,000 
applications – and sometimes even more than 
1,500 times – and achieves consistently high-quali-
ty results. During the same period of time approxi-
mately 20 to 30 plywood facings would have to be 
used and disposed of as hazardous waste. alkus, by 
contrast, can be repaired time and time again using 
the same material and reused immediately, even 
directly on the construction site.

In 2000, Liechtenstein-based alkus AG presented 
this innovative product as the first 100% wood-free 
facing: a plastic sandwich panel with a foamed 
plastic core and plastic coating on both sides as 
well as aluminum reinforcement between the 
layers. It possessed all the positive properties of 
plywood facings together with additional benefits 
such as the ability to be simply formed and repaired 

with no loss of quality. As a partner with industrial 
experience, MEVA was involved in a research and 
development community to develop the product 
up to series production readiness. What at the time 
was just a desired result is now tried-and-tested 
reality: alkus facing is outstandingly durable. Some 
of the first facings produced are still in use today.

Guaranteed to last
The facings have a service life similar to that of the 
panel frame. It is thus very rarely necessary to re-
place the facings – though this can be done quickly 
and easily when necessary. If the frame needs to be 
repaired, the facing can be removed and replaced 
without any problem. It does not absorb water and 
is not affected by moisture. alkus does not swell, 
shrink or discolor. It is exceedingly resistant to 
moisture, cold, UV radiation, acids, alkalis, rotting, 
and fungal decay. Hence, there are no restrictions 
on its service life. In fact, it has a 7-year warranty 
covering UV resistance and flexural strength as 
well as rotting, discoloration, and the formation 
of ripples. Users thus avoid any economic risk and 
are guaranteed long-term planning and investment 
security.

Flexibility the trump card
Users of standard MEVA panels can maintain and 
recondition the facing themselves and also carry 
out sound repairs using the same material on the 
construction site after a short period of on-the-
job training. Sawing, nailing and drilling can be 
done using conventional woodworking tools 
and whole sections of the facing can be replaced 
without difficulty. alkus can be welded and simply 
bent into shape. Thanks to integrated aluminum 
reinforcement, alkus AL retains its rigidity even 
after bending. This ensures that excellent quality 
can be achieved even when pouring wide-ranging 
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alkus facing in figures

1 alkus all-plastic facing can be used more 
than 1,000 times, sometimes even more than 
1,500 times.
7 years: The long-term warranty on alkus 
provides end users with a high level of plan-
ning security.
21 years on the market and some first-gener-
ation alkus facings are still in use today.
30 times more durable than many plywood 
facings and six times more durable than 
other plastic facings.
90% less release agent is required by the 
non-absorbent alkus facing.
100% wood-free, 100% recyclable.
1,000 bar: alkus facing can be cleaned with 
a high-pressure cleaner to remove  concrete 
residue and dirt.

iconcrete forms. The facing is thus exceptionally 
well suited for use in special formwork and tunnel 
construction.

Concrete with a high-quality surface finish
Dimensional accuracy and flush panel joints con-
tribute to the excellent surfaces in architectural 
concrete quality (SB2/SB3). The robust, hard-wear-
ing alkus facings can be welded together to form 
seamless large-scale surfaces. Even after repairs 
carried out after a great many applications, they 
always retain their technical properties and do not 
develop weak points, something that is unthink-
able with plywood facing and only possible to a 
limited extent with other plastic facings.

Sustainable and resource-conserving
Plastic is more sustainable than wood – that 
doesn’t sound logical, but in this case it’s a fact. 
alkus facing has a number of ecological advan-
tages. Unlike laminated phenolic or melamine 
resin-coated plywood facings, which often have to 
be disposed of as hazardous waste after a short life 
cycle, this all-plastic facing is 100% recyclable at 
the end of its long service life. It is non-absorbent, 
requires up to 90% less release agent, and can be 
quickly cleaned using very little water and auxiliary 
agents due to its low concrete adhesion properties. 
Such sustainability pays off financially and can also 
be advantageous when submitting project tenders.
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Headquarters (Germany)

Subsidiaries/international bases

MEVA North America

Southeast Distribution Center
11701 Mt. Holly Road
Charlotte, NC 28214
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